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About This Series

Stan Prokopenko shows an effective approach to drawing the portrait from any angle. Then study the anatomy of eyes, nose,
lips, and ears. The information is presented in an entertaining way to keep you engaged and willing to re-watch the lessons.

Includes 2 full length, real-time demonstrations of how to take a portrait from start to finish. You’ll also get pics of 3D models
that you can use to practice and study from. Mini-lessons in the course are the same as the free versions, not extended.

Total Runtime: 7 Hours 30 Minutes

What You’ll Learn

Loomis Method: Learn how to use the Loomis Method for constructing the 3d forms of the head. This allows you to draw the
head in any angle from your imagination or from life.

Eyes: Learn the anatomy and how to draw realistic eyes step by step. Being able to draw realistic eyes brings your portraits to
life.

Nose: Learn to draw the nose by deconstructing it into major and minor planes. This will help you to shade the forms and make
the nose pop from the page.

Lips: Give your portraits luscious lips by starting with 5 squishy little pillows and then rendering the 3-dimensional forms using
tone.
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Ears: Learn how to manage the complexity of the ear with the “Y?” method. You’ll also learn “shadow mapping” to design the
light and dark patterns of the shadows.

Hair: Most people approach hair the wrong way. In this course, you’ll learn how to give hair volume in your drawings. No more
spaghetti hair!

Features

Step by Step Instruction: Receive step by step instruction on drawing each facial feature. Learn each one at your own pace and
then put them all together at the end to complete a portrait.

Real Time Demos: Most of us are visual learners (we’re artists!), so hearing it explained is not enough. We have to see it many
times. You’ll get access to real-time versions of the demonstrations so you can observe the process as it is and learn pencil

control and technique.

3D Models: Students have access to rotating 3D models that they can use to practice and study from. Both Male and Female
skulls and a Loomis Head are included in the course.

Full Demonstrations: Includes 2 full length, real-time demonstrations of how to take a portrait from start to finish. You’ll learn
how the whole process, including the layin and shading.
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pleasant game. i enjoyed the alligator.. This game is like a lighter version of 'Legend of Grimrock', if you are interested in this
game and have not played LoG yet, I recommend to play that first.
If you just want more like LoG, then this is for you.
The game is fine actually, the artwork is good, the music nice, the combat and story...eeeh, could be a whole lot worse.. You
know, this one is good for a laugh. Cheap joke gift that's no Grand Turismo. However, the control is all over the place and
seems to change the rules on you as you play. Fun for a couple of seconds, but can't recommend.. Great game, too addictive,
don't buy unless you have some seriously bad relationships in your life that you want to neglect! :D. I played it. It wasnt
memorable enough for a more detailed review. I feel that i had fun playing it though. Maybe.. 
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1205488139
most people who make games program the computer to calculate these kind of results.
i guess this person made up results for each single case by himself lol

10/10
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An RPG that demands that you think before acting and adapt to the situation, rather than spamming the same strategy over and
over.. well, its touhou.
a touhou fighting game.
moe girls beating each other with phone calls, brooms, kettles, motorcicles and trains.
I think one of them actually uses a gun, still looking into it.
do you really need to know anymore than that?
. Its a nice game, hard to control tough :P.. This game is DOOM + QUAKE in 2D with Captain Mittens.
What are you waiting for I WANT YOU TO SAVE SOME WARM MILK!. Finally I can play this game again. It is so much
fun to build a transport company and manage all the vehicles. The graphic is a bit old but who cares when you have a lot of fun
in this package.

The game works just fine on my desktop. I played already more than 20 h on Win 8.1 and have no problems at all with it. On
the Surface I couldn't play it because of the onboard graphic card but I saw there is a remark on that in the discription.. TLDR :
- Bad copy of Death Rally 96' or 2k12
- physics and handling are horrible, can't steer, glued tires
- weapons are not that exciting to use, you'll prefer to lay mines everywhere
- only one big map reused with barriers and reverse mode to get 16 "different" races
- quiet easy achievements except the final one, still a doable 100%. At least, achievements are all working OK, good job about
that
- Steam cards, which is the only thing interesting in the game

This game is probably the worst of the genre, where the first Death Rally, released back in '96 is still a reference.
Even the most recent Death Rally, out in 2012, which was quiet bad, looks good compared to Burning Cars.

First, the story : there is none. Just read the "story" on steam page, that's it. So its a championship taking place in an open-air
sewer island, with radioactive waste. You get to drive a trash truck against 3 other drunk bums, shooting and ramming on each
other to get first place, get money and points for the 16 rounds of the championship. Now the weird part, the game is called
Burning Cars, buts it's not really about cars, only trash trucks and flying buggies.

Those vehicles are armed with various stuff from shotguns to mines dispensers, and nitro, and upgrades. That's for the
"Burning" part of the game, you'll often catch on fire driving in those green slimes and from opponents attacks.

About the racing aspect, it's the most tedious and masochist part of the game. Driving those things feels like there is no steering
wheel, its a pain to take a turn, like if the tires got glues on the concrete. No handbrake or brake at all to take some drifts in the
tight turns. You're lucky if you don't hit a barrier that will throw you into the sky or in reverse direction, especially with those
buggies. The walls are also glued, because if you come too close from them, good luck to get off it. Easy tournament let you
restart a race, so hopefully you can make it first place, as the opponents are sometimes dumb as hell and got stuck in a wall.
Nothing more to add about the gameplay, it's just horrible. Take a careful look at the trailer video on Steam store, it'll show you
all the pain you will get about the no-steering and flying on wall thing.

Thankfully, the achievements are quit easy to accomplish, the most frustrating is the hard tournament which will accept no
failure, because you can't restart the race when it turns bad, or you go above a barrier or even out of the map, falling in the black
void forever... There is steam cards too, but it's only to grab some money they won't make from selling the game itself.

Its a real shame because graphics are ok, of only physics was good, with more environment variety, and a multiplayer mode.
Don't get this game, unless you get it in a bundle, its pure pain and frustration for a masochist price. You've been warned..
10\/10 would recommend to anyone looking for a cheap game to get MANY hours out of. Never gets old and youll never have
to worry about rage quiting. SOOOOO CHHILL...
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 THIS GAME. Honestly, Battlepaths isn't up there with Maj'Eyal, The Pit and Dredmore, but its a
surprisingly decent roguelike that can be surprisingly difficult at times, especially against the end bosses.

My one main complaint that there's very little music.. Played this for the first time in a while and some reason I can’t move,
nothing seems to work!!
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